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Our research on the healthcare solution

providers amid this pandemic, found a

list of companies more productive.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, May 28, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The healthcare

industry is one of the highest earning

industries of the world. The $8.45

trillion worth industry in 2018 was

estimated to reach $10 trillion by 2022,

on predicting its growth and yearly turn

over rate. This number may increase

because of the COVID 19 scenario. The

healthcare business professionals and the institutions are in search of the best healthcare

technology service providers to stabilize their business and to help their patients hugely. There

are many expert Custom Software Development companies  and dedicated healthcare

technology application developers in the IT industry who are capable to provide exclusive

The pandemic now have

made the situation more

favorable both for the

healthcare software

development companies

and for the healthcare

business professionals.”

TopDevelopers.co

healthcare technology solutions. 

While the technical innovations make the healthcare and

Pharma industry more resourceful and helpful for the

medical needs, luckily it also creates opportunities for the

healthcare technical service providers largely. Being one of

the richest sectors that make around $1.853 trillion per

year, a 2018’s survey reported that there might be a 4.5 %

increase yearly. The pandemic now have made the

situation more favorable both for the healthcare software

development companies and for the healthcare business

professionals.

Since the requirements and the technical trends in the healthcare industry gets more demanding

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.topdevelopers.co/directory/software-development-companies


for the healthcare professionals and business owners, the entire success of both now lies in the

hands of the efficient solution providers they choose. TopDevelopers.co through an in-depth

research that included the necessary industry specific research criteria, has compiled a list of

healthcare solution development companies to help the service seekers in finding the right

partner. The finding of our research, after a stringent evaluation process, brings to you the

leading healthcare app development companies, who have proven their excellence in the

technical field. 

List of top healthcare solution providers – May 2020

ScienceSoft

Mindinventory

MobileCoderz Technologies

Octal IT Solution

Daffodil Software

IT Craft

Seamgen

Peerbits

Binariks

Chrome InfoTech

Table XI

Y Media Labs

SynapseIndia

Space-O Technologies

IIH Global

Read the actual Press Release published on TopDevelopers.co here:

https://www.topdevelopers.co/press-releases/leading-healthcare-app-development-companies-

may-2020

About TopDevelopers.co

As a dedicated directory of B2B IT service providers - TopDevelopers.co understands that finding

a trustworthy and good mobile app development company can be time consuming as well as

tiresome. We, as a reputed research and analysis platform, act as a bridge between the

organizations and the mobile app development companies for a smooth initiation of the mobile

app development process.
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